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On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Thai Kitchen Bowl from Fontana. Currently, there are 15
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Thai Kitchen Bowl:
it was a very clean, small and personal Thai restaurant. I went to many Thai restaurants, but this place is facing
me. I love this restaurant. they serve delicious food, which is also beautiful to see. service is very friendly. I tried
Thai food all over the country. the thai kitchen bowl is my favorite. yellow curry, green curry, pad thai and spicy
basil — and the mango rice dessert is perfection. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be

used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Thai Kitchen Bowl:
ordering broccoli and everything that was there was the stalk and spinat. ordering hen won tones and that was
just like dime size meat in them. would have just called egg roll wrapper chip. ordered seafood-grotte-thing and
that was imitation crab in it and ding that it could not even identify to not mention the full of heaps and carrots in
it. I just don't order from here. read more. In the kitchen of Thai Kitchen Bowl in Fontana, original Asian spices
tasty traditional dishes are prepared, Furthermore, the visitors love the creative combination of different meals

with new and partially experimental ingredients - a good example of successful Asian Fusion. Furthermore, they
serve you flavorful seafood meals, Thai dishes are prepared here with the famous spices and (fish-) sauces.
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Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

Drink�
SODAS

Chicke� dishe�
CASHEW CHICKEN

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Water
SODA

Pa� �a� Noodl�
CHICKEN PAD THAI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
MANGO

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

COCONUT

BEEF
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Monday 11:00 -22:00
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